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Almost Everything is Something Else

Color = Capricorn blue;
represented by the note of A – 

 
Representing Days of

rejuvenation, planning 
and moving on

 
Vocal Analysis has two generalized divisions:
psychology and physiology.  
 
We generally stick to frequency-based
biochemical correlations each month but in
honor of February’s Valentine’s Day and to honor
all those who have loved, all those who are loved
and those who hope to be, we want to share info
about how frequency has the ability to guide us

to our perfect partners.
The ancients arranged this information in
streams of information called Astrology that is
commonly used today.  Each Astrology sign is
assigned a musical note (frequency based) just
the same as BioAcoustics divides spoken words
into frequency sets/musical notes
 
Bioacoustic Biology attempts to update
frequency-based Astrology by using the
frequencies of the voice to predict compatibility.
 
From our studies, we have concluded that
identifying the kind of relationship you want
plays an important role in predicting
compatibility:  If you are settled with yourself
and your place in life, you will be compatible with
person’s having similar notes as you.
 
 



For instance, the note of C (Aries), would be
compatible with the notes of B, C, or C#.  If you
would like a relationship that helps you grow
and move beyond where you are, you may want
to choose someone whose base note is F, F# or
G or 180 degrees away from the note of C.  You
may want to ask yourself whether you seek
comfort or expansion in your life?
 
Fig.2 shows BioAcoustic Compatible
Assessment from our files.   Remember the key
words:
 
blue = feel;
yellow think:
red= self and future;
green, do/accomplish.
 
Judy’s most dominant note is green, note of D.
She takes her self worth from accomplishment.
Always wants to be busy.  Choose a dominant
green voice print.
 
 
Robin’s chart - Fig. 3 - is dominantly blue and
yellow= emotional but often mentally questions
his decisions.  They both have the note of E
missing – so neither considers words as a first
priority.  They have similar matches for the note

of B, so they like to help others bring harmony
into their lives. Robin is more right-brained – has
more F# to B notes while lacking left brained
notes – C- F.  so Judy is the more logical one.
 
Link to SoundHealthPortal.com.  On the front
page is a nanoVoice application that you can
demo – be sure to print before it disappears to
see if you and your significant other match up
with colors, notes and column height.
 
The computer does not record your words; only
the sounds of your voice.  So you can share your
deepest secrets.
 
Ask questions like “what kind of a partner would
I make” or “what kind of partner do I really want?”
 
Each frequency set has associated expressions
of color, music, emotion, and mood.
 
Choose from the Signature Starter wheel on Fig.
4, which one is suitable for you today.  Think
about how your past relationships have turned
out. Your choices may be totally different today
or you may understand now how they went
wrong.

Traditional Astrological Zodiac matches for partner alignment is shown in the chart below
 



Traditional Astrological Zodiac matches for partner alignment is shown in the chart below
 

Fig. 2
BioAcoustic
Compatible
Assessment

Fig. 3 Robin's
Chart



Examples:  Kitty and Josh:  Josh had no F or F# -
Kitty has abundant F, F# - they should be
compatible BUT F and F# ranges include
biochemicals for male sexuality.  They were very
incompatible physically because Kitty wanted
way more than Josh could provide.
 
Gabby is a Pisces; her X is a Virgo.  Pisces wants
peace and harmony; Virgo likes order and
exactness.  Gabby felt she was being run over
much of the time.
 
 
Shane and Penny:  Shane was an action guy – all

green.  Penny was a shy blue book worm.  They
drew each other out to new experiences but
Shane had to accept that Penny needed quiet
time.
 
Bridget is a Virgo (F); she anticipates and get
things done.  Jason is a Leo.  They each want
things their way.  A lot of compromise and
dialogue will be needed.  Virgo’s like to get things
done and Leo’s don’t mind letting them.
Would you like us to send you an explanation of
what each note indicates?
 

Fig. 4



Points of Importance,
Attention and Consequence
 
You quickly step in when others are having
difficulty in protecting themselves verbally.
Once you find out the Truth, you can deal with
the consequences. If your partner is not upfront
with you, it leaves you stressed until you have
all the facts.
 
Saying too much too soon about yourself can be
disturbing to a potential partner. Listening may
not be easy but it will get you results. Your need
to not talk sometimes needs to be known to your
partner. You can be tactless and not even realize
that you have insulted someone.  You were just
attempting to be helpful. You can put all the
pieces together quickly even before your
partner knows what the relationship is headed
for.
 
You often put your partner first, which can lead
to feelings of unfulfillment. Stories of love and
affection inspire you to create loving scenarios.

Expressions of endearment are a way to your
heart. You use words to express the depth of
your feelings. You like to have a hand in what is
going to happen next. You can be absolutely
sensual without being obvious.
 
Getting pushed around is not caring, it's
servitude to someone else's ego. You can be
pushed but only so far. Stand up for what you
want.
 
The demands on your life don't leave enough
time for a thoroughly satisfying love life. Make
it a priority to attempt to consider how your
actions influence others. You tend to try to
support a weak relationship in the hope of
promoting change when you should just bow out
gracefully.
 
It is a struggle sometimes to decide what you
really think and what part belongs to your partner
because you are so empathetic. Letting your
partner know your expectations is important.  If
they won't listen, dump 'em.
 

Watch a full demonstration in the video above



Points of Communication,
Complications and
Complaints
 
You can be very convincing that you love them
both. You have a fertile imagination that keeps
personal activities lively.
 
Using verbal distraction comes naturally to
you. You trust quickly which causes a deep
feeling of betrayal when you are disappointed.
It is hard for you to allow your partner to have
secrets.
 
You have the ability to plan and foresee the
reactions of your advances. You are generous
with your time, affection, and property, but you
don't like to be taken from on any level.
 
You let your partner take the lead because it
is easier than arguing. Remember that whoever
cares the least controls the relationship.
 
Your spiritual side may be neglected because
of the responsibilities you have accepted;
sometimes not so willingly. Taking time for
yourself is not to be seen as something that
neglects those you care about.
 
You put it where you wanted it.  Those close
to you need to leave your stuff alone. Your
partner needs to understand your ability to
significantly ignore what needs to be done.
 

ENDING:  
 
What did the ancients know?  How did they
figure out the circumference of the earth using
a stick and a shadow to be 24,901 miles (24,902
by today’s calculations)?
 
How did they discern that the movements of
the planets influence biochemistry and
attraction?
 
How did Pythagoras, Hermes and others
conclude that math and music are intrinsically

related and conclude that music influences
behavior and emotions.  Math as Medicine is
an upcoming source of information about
optimal human health.
 
Consider your brain as a central processing unit
(CPU) – like your computer.  All information in
the form of math bits and bytes that pass
through the CPU to manage the activities of the
user.
 
As a comparison, the frequency impulses from
the human brain manage, direct and animate
the activities of the human brain and our
responses to the frequencies of our
companions. Environmental, biochemical,
emotional actions and reactions have been
measured to have a numeric value that can be
evaluated as brain waves.
 
BioAcoustic Biology has verified that the
frequencies of your voice are a numeric
holographic representation of those brain
waves.  Correlations of these frequencies to
human health and wellness have been decoded
by the Institute of BioAcoustic Biology & Sound
Health since in early 80’s.
 
They have proven through repeated case
studies that sound has a predictable influence
on the body’s survival behaviors.
 

LOOKING FOR THAT PERFECT
MATCH? 

 
Compatibility Compass Software Points YOU 
in the Right Direction.

 
Our newest easy-to-use software can reveal
your SECRET SELF without all of the hidden
pressures of “oughts”, “shoulds” and the
“demands” of others.

 
Sharing your authentic self with your partner
is the highest expression of LOVE…



To learn more about Compatibility Compass program, refer to this video above 

Want to purchase this program for yourself? 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE


